
laying instruction
BERGO SOLID™
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1. Read the entire instruction carefully before installing.

2. Take pictures for future records:
a. Before the installation starts     b. During installation     c. After installation.

Tape measure Jig saw or similar

 
For installation you might need:

Hammmer

GROUND ANCHOR
For fixing Bergo Solid to 
a soft substructure 
Art. No. 900300

BERGO MULTIFIX
Cleaning agent  
for Bergo floors

Art. No. 166783D

Available Items

BERGO SOLID™ 
Art. No. 900BK300

GEOTEXTILE
Underlayment 
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Preliminary work/Surface

The flexible SOLID flooring System can be placed even on grounds with very low CBR values, e.g. 
clay etc. 

The soft ground material will fill up the underneath rip design of the elements to further increase 
element stability. Important is that the ground is not sinking such as moor, swamp land, etc.
The floor tiles create a “bridging-effect” over the laid out ground. 

The driveway should be fixed also in width to have the best possible shear force performance espe-
cially if the driveway is going up and down in longitudinal direction and eventually also has a trans-
versal angle.

Assembling on different surfaces

A geotextile underneath protects Bergo Solid from dirt on soft grounds like grass, sand or soil. 

Concrete

Soil

Sand

Grass

Geotextile

A coverage can be placed on top of the floor 
for hygienic purposes, etc.
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Installation of Bergo Solid on hard surfaces over 1000 m2

In some cases on hard surfaces, it may be necessary to lay a 5 cm layer of sand under Bergo Solid, so 
that the tiles do not slide during heavy traffic. The sand makes the tiles lie more still.

Cut for a straight finish (optional)

If a straight edge is desired, Bergo Solid can be sawn. 

Half tiles for straight edge: Triangles for straight edge:
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Installation

1. Measure a striaht line on the long and the short side.

2. It is important to start assembly in a corner and continue to lay the tiles in rows from 
one side to the other side:

3. Assembly by placing the tiles together and against your measured straight lines.
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Anchoring Bergo Solid on soft surfaces (optional)

If anchoring of Bergo Solid is desired, floor Ground anchors can be used on soft surfaces only.

Minimal maintenance

Bergo SOLID™ require minimal maintenance. You can clean your surface when needed, using a high-pressure 
water hose to remove dust and dirt.  

Bergo Multifix 

Bergo Multifix is a well-tested cleaning agent for heavily soiled Bergo floors.  
Most cleaning agents can be used to remove dirt, but some are especially suited for composites.
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LAYING INSTRUCTION
BERGO solid™

Good Luck with the installation!
 
 

We hope you enjoy your Bergo Solid Floor
many years to come.

 
 
 

www.bergoflooring.com


